Path 4 Career Progress
Training Activity - Internships for Graduates
Salerno

The Path 4 Career project partners have been working hard towards the development of
the project objectives and outputs. Objective one has been at the forefront of activities
of late which includes:
Improving the skills of 16 partner organizations' trainers to deliver quality
training in career management, soft skills (complex problem solving, critical
thinking, people management, co-ordination with others, analysis and decision
making) and internship for graduates.
The latest Training Activity took place in the magnificent Solerno, Italy from the 8th -12th
July, 2019 and was hosted by the project Italian partners Essenia. The training was
designed around the subject of Internships for Graduates. In a forever competitive
workforce, internships have become a paramount advantage to graduates who want to
excel in their desired career, faster.

The two main goals for this training activity were:
1. To teach the project’s selected trainers to develop and implement their own
training that will lead to the development of adult and soft skills to choose
and access an internship relevant to their career.
2. To work towards the development, and establish a working plan for the
Internship-a step in your career chapter of the Path 4 Career Guide and
working methodologies for training workshops

Output Updates
The Guide

The Path 4 Career Guide, which focuses on proactive career management is currently
finishing up its 3rd and final chapter. Don’t worry, we have included lots of quizzes,
tips and tricks to keep you motivated and empower you with the knowledge and practise
into all the benefits of understanding SOFT SKILLS, why they are so important in
securing the career you want and how to develop them. It’s all about investing in the
most valuable thing you can - YOURSELF!
Don’t forget that it will be a FREE resource on the Path 4 Career website to be
released by the end of 2019!

How confident are you going into an interview?
1 of 3 Path 4 Career Educational Games is already in development and we can’t wait to
share it with you! Recruit with your Boss will take you to a safe but challenging virtual
environment where you will be presented with various questions from your potential
future boss. Your prime goal will be to win the internship! Multiple answers will be
provided for you to choose from, but be careful! - your future career depends on your
choices! Recruit with your Boss will be yet another FREE resource which will be easily
accessible from the project website later this year.

Don’t miss out on taking advantage of all the Path
4
Career FREE resources. Perhaps it could help you, a student
you know, or even your own son or daughter snatch the
internship and job of their dreams! To ensure you don’t miss
out on the release of the project guide or game be sure to fill
out your details on our Contact Us page. Also - stay
connected with us on facebook, twitter and even LinkedIn!

